
It is important to predict acute cholecystitis (AC) before a 
laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) because patients with 

AC who are operated urgently with inflamed, friable tissues, 
have an increased tendency to bleed and might have a modi-
fied anatomy increasing the complexity of the procedure and 
conversion rates. 

Preoperative prediction of patients at increased risk of con-
version to open cholecystectomy and subsequent morbidity has 
several following potential advantages [1], the most important 
of which is the selection of patients for the presence of senior 
experienced surgeons who can minimize the need for an open 
procedure, and complications. 

There are only a few studies that attempt to predict histologic 
AC using pathological samples as the gold standard, and the 
results of those studies are discordant. The original study that 
used the Tokyo Guidelines criteria claimed a diagnostic accura-
cy rate of 94.0% [2] required local signs of inflammation, with 
either fever, an elevated C-reactive protein, or elevated white 
blood count (WBC), as well as imaging findings characteristic 
of AC. However, subsequent studies did not support those find-
ings with lower sensitivities and high false positive rates [3,4]. 

We created an index based on clinical, laboratory, and ultra-
sound criteria on admission to predict AC on pathological exam-
ination in patients presenting acutely. We compared the results to 
the Tokyo Guidelines criteria. For external validation, we deter-
mined the association of the index with conversion to an open op-
eration, excess bleeding during the operation, and operative time. 

We retrospectively reviewed consecutive cases of LC conducted 
emergently by three experienced surgeons between 1 October 
2014 and 31 January 2018 using a four-port technique as recom-
mended by Zucker [5]. Each surgeon had performed more than 
200 procedures before the onset of the study. Individually, they 
did > 25% of the procedures during the study period. All the 



patients had upper abdominal pain and tenderness, and six addi-
tional patients were included despite not having evidence of gall 
bladder stones on ultrasound (two did not have stones on opera-
tion, one with histological AC and the other only chronic histo-
logical changes). Patients were excluded if they were not oper-
ated on acutely. These criteria included medical conditions that 
did not allow an acute operation, common bile duct stones that 
were referred for an endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancrea-
tography, a late presentation (> 72 hours of acute symptoms), 
the decision to do a percutaneous procedure under local anes-
thesia, and surgery performed by interventional radiologists. In 
addition, cases were excluded for technical reasons, such as no 
available operating room or patient refusal.

The following independent variables were partitioned be-

sex, medications for diabetes mellitus, anti-hypertensive agents, 

three ultrasound findings, thickened gallbladder wall, pericho-
lecystic fluid, and Murphy's sign during the test. The outcome 
variable was histological AC. Logistic regression analysis was 
used to determine odds ratios, individually and in combination. 
The final model included all variables that predicted AC. We 
removed variables not contributing significantly to the model, 
added back one at a time, and retained if they added to the mod-



el. Next, an index was created that comprised the addition of all 
significant variables.

The performance of the index was compared to the Tokyo 
Guidelines that require local symptoms, laboratory evidence of 
inflammation and characteristic imaging findings for the diag-
nosis of AC [2].

The c-statistics (area under the receiver operator curve) with 
95% confidence intervals (95%CI) were determined for the fi-
nal model and index as well as the Hosmer-Lemeshow statis-
tic. Last, the statistical significance of the cross tabulation of 
the index with median operating times (1st–3rd quartiles) and 
proportion of patients treated with oxidized regenerative cellu-
lose (ORC) (Surgicel, Ethicon 360 Somerville, NJ, USA) were 
de termined by the Kruskal-Wallis test and chi-squared test, re-
spectively. 

The study was approved by the local ethics committee (0010-
20 LND). Patient consent was not required. 

The study comprised 377 patients who underwent LC, of whom 
84 were excluded. The reasons for exclusion consisted of med-
ical conditions (n=15), common bile duct stones (n=16), deci-
sion for a percutaneous procedure under local anesthesia, per-
formed by interventional radiologists (n=23), a late presentation 
(n=10), and for technical reasons (operating room or surgeon 
not available or patient refusal, n=20). All but five of them had 
a subsequent elective LC. Those excluded were significantly 
older (62 ± 19 compared to 51 ± 19,  < 0.001) and there was a 
higher proportion of males (38/79 (51.9%) compared to 87/298 
(29.2%), = 0.002). One patient was converted, and 12 still had 
evidence of AC on pathology. In total, there were 298 patients 
who were operated on acutely. Two patients were converted to 
an open operation, and one had subsequent surgery because of 
a bile leak. 

On univariate analysis, age and male sex were associated 
with AC. The only presenting symptom or co-morbidity that 
had a significantly elevated odds ratio was the lack of radiation, 
mostly to the back. Increased WBCs, proportion of neutrophils, 
normal SGOT and serum amylase test results, as well as a thick 
gall bladder wall, and fluid around the gallbladder wall were 
associated with the pathological finding of AC [Table 1]. How-
ever, the presentation with vomiting added significantly to the 
logistic regression model, whereas an abnormally high WBC 
did not [Table 2]. 

The addition of all of the variables that contributed signifi-

 
[Table 3]. The index was truncated to include larger groups. 
There were 16 patients with an index of 0–1, and none had 
AC. There were five patients with an index of 9, all of whom 
had AC. 

The risk per 1 index value increased by 2.56 (2.03–3.22), 
with a c-statisitic of 0.86 (0.81–0.91). A Hosmer-Lemeshow sta-
tistic of 6.76,  = 0.562 demonstrated goodness of fit. However, 
the risk of AC was 12.3% if the Tokyo Guidelines criteria were 
negative and 37.8% (54/142) if the criteria were fulfilled, with 
a diagnostic accuracy of 63.8% (190/298). The odds ratio was 
6.34 (95%CI 2.42–7.80), with a c-statistic of 0.67.

The median time of operation increased from a median of 42 
minutes with an index value of 2 to 61 minutes with a score of 
8 (  = 0.009) [Table 3]. Finally, the use of oxidized regenerative 
cellulose to stop the bleeding increased significantly and abrupt-



ly once the index score was 6 or more, = 0.007) [Table 3].
Of those with AC, 14 (19.2%) had a gangrenous gall bladder. 

This group includes both patients who required conversion but 
not the patient with a bile leak discovered post-operatively. 

The major finding of this study was that an index created from 
eight risk factors included male  sex, increased age, acute vomit-
ing, increased gallbladder wall thickness, pericholecystic fluid, 
an increased proportion of neutrophils, and normal SGOT and 
amylase test results predicted histological acute cholecystitis 
with a graded risk of 1.8% to 92.0%. The model performed 
much better than the Tokyo Guidelines, and was associated with 
increased operating time, and bleeding.

Our findings do not support the Tokyo Guidelines 2018 
(TG18) that essentially continue to recommend the 2013 guide-
lines [6]. We did not find that Murphy's sign or fever were as-
sociated with AC. We found that the risk of AC was 12.3% and 
37.8% in those without and with TG18 criteria, respectively, 
with a diagnostic accuracy of 63.8%. The model was poor with a 
c-statistic < 0.70. This supports the results of two other studies. 
Naidu and colleagues [3] reported that the risk of AC increased 
from 26.6% to 73.8% in those with and without TG18 criteria, 
with an overall correct identification of 69.2% [3]. Nguyen and 
co-authors [4] recently reported that the risk of AC increased 
from 14.3% to 49.4% in patients without and with the TG18 
criteria, with an overall diagnostic accuracy of 71.2% [4]. It is 
unclear why our results and the above studies vary significant-
ly from the claim of a diagnostic accuracy of over 90% by the 
Tokyo Guidelines group and why they continue to recommend 
the use their criteria despite acknowledging the study by Naidu 
et al. [6]. Our results provide further evidence that a broader 
range of clinical parameters and imaging features should be an-
alyzed in a prospective protocol in order to establish a reliable 
and uniformly agreed upon guideline [3], and that the value of 
the Tokyo Guidelines is limited. 

The variables that added significantly to the model are con-
sistent with previous reports predicting histological AC [3,4,7]. 
Older age, male gender, inflammatory markers, and ultrasound 
findings were found to be associated with histological AC in 
one study [4], and gall bladder wall thickness, pericholecystic 
fluid, WBC, neutrophil count in the other study [3], although 
in that study only the neutrophil count remained significant on 
multivariate analysis. In a case-controlled study that included 
elective operations AC was more common in those who were 
older, male, with an increased WBC, and lower amylase test re-
sult [7]. Furthermore, age, male gender, WBCs, and neutrophils 
and ultrasound findings consistent with AC have been reported 
to increase the risk of conversion to open operations [1,8,9]. 
However, specific presenting symptoms other than upper ab-
dominal pain, have not been considered previously. 

This study has a number of limitations. First, there were only 
two conversions: one reoperation due to a bile leak and no in 
hospital deaths in 298 patients. This finding is lower than what 
was generally reported, except in studies that included elective 
surgeries [10,11] where conversion rates as low as 1% have 
been reported. This result is probably due primarily to surgical 
experience [12-14] but also to patient selection, not including 
those with symptoms > 72 hours, with common bile duct stones, 
and with an assessment that an operation is too risky. The pa-
tients excluded were older and had a higher proportion of males. 
The clinical significance of our index requires confirmation in 
settings with different inclusion criteria and higher rates of con-
versions, but the association of the index with operation time 
and intraoperative bleeding suggests that it will have clinical 
utility in settings with variability in the availability of senior 
experienced surgeons. Second, we did not have a validation co-
hort, so even though binning was done before analysis, the find-
ings need to be considered preliminary. Third, the ultrasound 
and pathological tests were not done systematically. This might 
have resulted in misclassifications, that are likely however only 
to lower the observed associations. In addition, there are other 
independent variables not available in our study such as body 
mass index [9] and the Charlson Comorbidity Index [15] that 
might improve the model.

An index including selected demographic, clinical presenta-
tion, and laboratory and ultrasound characteristics predicted 
histological acute cholecystitis and was associated with both 
increased operation time and bleeding. 



Do adults with seropositive rheumatoid arthritis develop 
primary open-angle glaucoma more often than those 
without rheumatoid arthritis? In this cohort study by 
Kim
matched using propensity score, patients with rheumatoid 
arthritis were more likely than matched controls to 
subsequently develop primary open-angle glaucoma, with 

score-matched, risk-set controls were included. Primary 

cumulative incidence of POAG was higher in the RA 
cohort than in the matched controls. In the RA cohort, the 

person years (95% confidence interval [95%CI] 794.3–

matched controls, the incidence rate was 679.5 cases per 

to develop POAG than the matched controls (hazard ratio 

RA cohort was predominantly observed 2 years into the 

Price

delta-predominant period, vaccine effectiveness against 

confidence interval [95%CI]–95) 2 to 22 weeks after 

period, vaccine effectiveness against hospitalization among 

median interval since vaccination 34 days). The authors 

Omicron-associated hospitalization by two-thirds among 

lower protection against Omicron-associated hospitalization 
than against Delta-associated hospitalization among 

critical illness caused by either variant.


